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ABSTRACT: Brain-controlled unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) is a uav that can
analyze human brain electrical signals through BCI to obtain flight commands. The
research of brain-controlled uav can promote the integration of brain-computer and
has a broad application prospect.
At present, BCI still has some problems, such as limited recognition accuracy,
limited recognition time and small number of recognition commands in the
acquisition of control commands by analyzing eeg signals. Therefore, the control
performance of the quadrotor which is controlled only by brain is not ideal. Based on
the concept of Shared control, this paper designs an assistant controller using fuzzy
PID control, and realizes the cooperative control between automatic control and brain
control. By evaluating the current flight status and setting the switching rate, the
switching mechanism of automatic control and brain control can be decided to
improve the system control performance. Finally, a rectangular trajectory tracking
control experiment of the same height is designed for small quadrotor to verify the
algorithm.
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1 introduction
Establishing a direct communication channel between the human brain and the
outside world is an important concept [1]. Brain computer interface (BCI) is an
information communication channel directly established between the brain and the
computer or peripheral devices without relying on the conventional output pathway of
the brain[2]. After sampling and analyzing human brain electrical signals, the idea of
human control can be obtained, and then the idea of control can be exported to
computers or peripherals, and finally the control can be realized. Although the
research on BCI is still in its infancy, it has been proved to be effective in a wide
range of applications, thus gaining significant development momentum. At present,
the research of BCI mainly aims to help disabled people recover their mobility and
communication ability, such as virtual keyboard [3]-[5], brain-controlled wheelchair
[6][7], prosthesis [8] and so on. In addition, BCI also provides a revolutionary
framework for designing real-time, brain-controlled systems [1]. Thus, there are
researches on brain-controlled robots [9]-[12] and brain-controlled vehicles [13]-[15].
In recent years, there has been an upsurge of research on unmanned aerial vehicles
(uavs) around the world. Uavs have a wide application prospect in both military and
civil fields. At the same time, existing unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) systems are
often unable to complete the mission successfully without human control and
decision-making. In this context, the idea of developing a brain-controlled drone has
led to a series of ongoing studies which are pioneered by researchers at the university
of Minnesota [16]-[18].
At present, BCI still has some problems, such as limited recognition accuracy,
limited recognition time and small number of recognition commands in the
acquisition of control commands by analyzing eeg signals. Therefore, the control
performance of the quadrotor which is controlled only by brain is not ideal. In this
paper, based on the concept of Shared control, the fuzzy PID control is used to design
the auxiliary controller to realize the cooperative control of automatic control and
brain control. By evaluating the current flight status and setting the switching rate, the
switching mechanism of automatic control and brain control is decided to improve the
system control performance.
This paper is organized as follows:
1) system architecture is described in section 2
2) section 3 shows the result of attitude change of quadrotor controlled by brain
control signals
3) section 4 USES fuzzy PID control to design auxiliary controller
4) at last, a rectangular trajectory tracking control experiment of the same height
is designed for algorithm verification
2 brain-controlled uav system structure
In the brain-controlled uav system, people make decisions according to the
aircraft state and environmental information and output control commands by BCI.
The auxiliary fuzzy PID controller also outputs control instructions. By evaluating the
current flight status and setting the switching rate, the switching mechanism of
automatic control and brain control is decided. The system block diagram is as
follows:
Fig 1 brain-controlled uav system structure
3 brain control and uav attitude control fusion
With the electric quadrotor taken as the controlled object, the control signals that
are extracted by brain are used to control the motor speed change of each rotor, and
the attitude control of the uav can be realized. It is shown in the figure.
（a）
(b)
Fig 2 brain control combined with uav attitude control
4 auxiliary fuzzy PID controller
In this paper, fuzzy adaptive PID control algorithm is adopted to design a
dual-loop control system to realize position control and attitude control of quadrotor.
Control system structure is shown in figure. The outer ring adopts fuzzy PID control
to control the space position of the quadrotor. The inner ring adopts the conventional
PID to control the attitude of quadrotor, including yaw Angle, pitch Angle and roll
Angle. The inverse solution module realizes the transformation from inertial frame to
aircraft frame.
Fig 3 quadrotor UAV control system structure
Fuzzy PID controller uses fuzzy control rules to make fuzzy reasoning through
current system error e and error change rate ec. The adjustment of parameters Kp, Ki
and Kd was achieved by using the centroid method, and the whole adjustment process
was divided into three stages.
(1) In the initial stage, if e is larger, take a larger Kp to improve the response
speed. Set Ki = 0 to prevent integral saturation, and Kd is appropriate to reduce
overshoot.
(2) In the middle stage of regulation, moderate Kp, Ki and Kd are adopted to
ensure a certain response speed and avoid overshoot.
(3) In the later stage, reduce Kp appropriately to reduce the static difference,
increase Ki appropriately to improve stability, and reduce Kd appropriately to prevent
oscillation.
Kp, Ki and Kd all use triangular membership functions, and the fuzzy subset is
{NB, NM, NS, ZO, PS, PM, PB}. Specific fuzzy control rules are shown in table 1,
table 2 and table 3.
Table 1 Kp fuzzy rule table Table 2 Ki fuzzy rule table
Table 3 Kd fuzzy rule table
5 simulation experiment
A rectangular trajectory tracking control experiment of the same height is
designed for small quadrotor to verify the algorithm. The simulation experiment
adopts the runway track of 5m in fixed height as the virtual experimental scene, as
shown in figure 5. The trajectory is composed of two straight lines and two circular
arcs. The distance from the starting point to the first arc is 200m straight, and the
length of each arc is 157m. It is used to test the control characteristics of the straight
line and curve of the brain-controlled uav.
Figure 4 simulation experiment trajectory
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